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OVERVIEW

The Networks: Telly Time is a United Kingdomfocussed mini-expansion for The Networks.
It features a new deck of Show Cards with three
extra Genres (Quiz, Chat, and Kids) for a total
of nine Genres. Also included are new rules for
Genre Bonuses.
Genre Counter

You can use this expansion with the Executives
expansion. However, you should not use the
Shows from Executives or the On the Air miniexpansion with Telly Time.
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GENRE BONUSES

Genre Bonuses work differently in Telly Time. The
bonuses themselves remain unchanged, but the
way you get them is different. You do not get a
bonus for developing 3 or 5 Shows of the same
Genre any more.
Instead, every time you develop a Show, take a
chip
the supply and place it on the
GeBingo
nre Cou
ntefrom
r
matching Genre icon on your Genre Bingo Card,
unless there’s already a chip there.
GENRE-BONUS-O-ME

SETUP
Each player takes a Genre Bingo Card, picks a
side, and places one Bingo chip on the leftmost
spot of the Genre-Bonus-O-Meter. Keep the
other chips nearby as a supply.
Replace the Good Branding and Market Research
Network cards from the base game with their
Telly Time replacements.
Leave the base game’s Shows in the box and
instead use the replacement deck of Shows from
this expansion. Regardless of the number of
players, do not remove any Drama Shows or
Stars, as you normally would in the base game!
In the Season 2-3 deck, find all cards
marked and shuffle them face-down.
Depending on player count, draw a number
of them randomly, and add them back into the
Season 2-3 deck. Return the rest to the box; you
will not use them in this game. Then shuffle and
set aside the Season 2-3 deck as usual.
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Repeat this process with the Season 4-5 deck.
This way, at least one Show from each Genre will
appear in Seasons 2-3, and again in Seasons 4-5.
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If the token you place is
the third in a row (as in
×3
×3
×5
Noughts and Crosses or TicTac-Toe), you get a Genre
Bonus! Move the chip on
your Genre-Bonus-OMeter one space to the
right. If you advance it to
the fourth space, score
a 5-Show Genre Bonus,
and reset the chip back to the leftmost space of
the Genre-Bonus-O-Meter. Otherwise, score a
3-Show Genre Bonus.
After scoring any Genre Bonus, remove the
three chips that gave you the Genre Bonus and
return them to supply.
If placing a chip gives you multiple three-in-arows, you get only one Genre Bonus. After
scoring it, choose one three-in-a-row to discard.

NET WORK CARDS
The Network cards you replace during Setup
work slightly differently than their counterparts
from the base game. Good Branding now scores
you 3 Viewers per Show of the same Genre in
your Lineup, Reruns, and Archives at the end
of the game. Market Research is now a card
that allows you to immediately place a chip on
any Genre icon on your Genre Bingo Card that
doesn’t already have one.
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For easy sorting, all components from this expansion are marked with this badge.

At the end of each Season, immediately after
Scoring, you may use any Quiz Shows in your
Lineup to convert money into Viewers. You may
spend up to $3m on each Quiz Show and gain 1
Viewer per $1m spent.
Each Season, you may use multiple Quiz Shows in
your Lineup in this way, but never Quiz Shows in
your Reruns or Archives.
In case you do not want to decide simultaneously,
start with the player with the most Viewers and
go down. In case of a tie, the player who dropped
out later this Season has to decide first.

CHAT SHOWS
When you Develop a Chat Show, you may
immediately rotate any Stars or Ads on any
single timeslot (including the Chat Show you just
developed) to their better sides.
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EXECUTIVES

The following rules and clarifications are only
used if you are playing with Networks: Executives.
MO GUL C ARDS
The only time you may take a Mogul card is
when you get your first 5-Show Genre Bonus by

reaching the fourth space on the Genre-BonusO-Meter. (Note: Specialist breaks this rule.)
BEEB

On your turn, you may remove chips from
Genre icons on your Genre Bingo Card. For each
chip you remove, immediately gain $2m. This does
not count as an action.
FLIX

When changing Genres in a timeslot, you may pay
$3m to avoid the -2 Viewer penalty.
GENERIC

Don’t use the track of Genre icons on your
Executive Board. Instead, use the Genre Bingo
Card as described above.
In addition to completing a three-in-a-row, you
also move the chip on your Genre-Bonus-OMeter and get the corresponding 3- or 5-Show
Genre Bonus when you place the fourth chip on

a Genre icon on your Genre Bingo Card, whether
or not they are in a row.
If you get a Genre Bonus by placing four chips,
replace two of these chips with Marker Cubes.
Then return all four chips to the supply.
Genre icons with Marker Cubes do not count for
the three-in-a-row bonus and you may not place
chips on them. Once you get a 5-Show Genre
Bonus, remove all Marker Cubes from your
Genre Bingo Card.
SPECIALIST

Unlike the other players, and in addition to any
Genre Bonus you get from placing chips on your
Genre Bingo card, you still get a Genre Bonus and
move the chip on your Genre-Bonus-O-Meter
when you get 3 Shows of the same Genre. Take
a Mogul Card when you get your second 3-Show
Genre Bonus.
PRO CR ASTINATOR

During Setup, take Genre Tokens for all nine
Genres, including Chat Shows, Quiz Shows, and
Kids Shows.

COMPONENTS
• 9 Season 1 Show Cards
• 18 Season 2-3 Show Cards
• 18 Season 4-5 Show Cards
• 5 Genre Bingo Cards
• 4 Replacement Networks Cards
• 35 Bingo chips
Note: the following components are for use with the
expansion The Networks: Executives only.
• 3 Pilot Season Show Cards
• 1 “Specialist” Player Aid
• 1 “Generic” Player Aid
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